Dear President Trump:

We, the undersigned consumer, small business, labor, good government, financial protection, community, health, environmental, civil rights and public interest groups, write in strong opposition to your Jan. 30, 2017 executive order that purports to establish a regulatory budget and to require two regulations to be eliminated for each new one adopted. This sweeping, unlawful and arbitrary directive cannot be justified on any rational grounds. If implemented, its flawed reasoning and vague drafting would leave Americans more vulnerable to financial, safety, health, and environmental hazards.

Americans rely on public safeguards to preserve human health, safety, financial stability, quality of life, and combat discrimination. The benefits of regulations are the reason that we have them. Despite this, your executive order strives to establish a regulatory budget that focuses entirely on the cost of compliance to the exclusion of benefits created or harm avoided.

We all know that pollution-induced disease, contaminated food, unsafe workplaces, and dangerous consumer products inflict real economic and human tolls, just as we know that the shoddy financial practices that caused the Great Recession had devastating economic impacts to consumers and small businesses everywhere. Yet your executive order completely ignores the economic and social benefits that come from preventing such harms. Furthermore, the directive does not even acknowledge that major rules that most benefit the public already undergo thorough cost-benefit analysis. Analyses from administrations of both political parties have consistently found that the net impact of federal regulations is vastly more financial and social benefits than compliance costs.

If implemented, the executive order’s “pay-go” provision would set an arbitrary and blanket requirement that two regulations must be repealed for each new one adopted. It is premised on the erroneous notion that most existing protections serve no purpose or that underlying hazards vanish when a protection is revoked. It also fails to account for the enormous due diligence that agencies undertake when the law compels regulatory action. Nothing in the language of the order requires thoughtful evaluation of a rule’s merit. In fact, the previous administration - building on prior efforts by administrations of both parties - already instituted a review process that has eliminated many obsolete rules and, if allowed to run its course, would be more than equal to the task of eliminating any obsolete rules that remain. There is no reason to believe there are enough obsolete regulations on the books to sustain the order's draconian requirement for offsetting even the steady flow of basic regulatory actions that American businesses need to keep the pharmaceutical market working or our transportation infrastructure functional.

Americans did not vote to be exposed to more health, safety, environmental and financial dangers, yet this is precisely the effect that your executive order would have, if implemented. Its biased design virtually ensures that critical protections would be abandoned. Its sole focus on compliance costs would also ensure that protections with enormous net benefits would be passed up.

As organizations that protect the public against a broad spectrum of dangers, we strongly oppose this order, and urge its immediate withdrawal.

Thank you,
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